A fast integrated mobility spectrometer (FIMS) was previously developed to characterize submicron aerosol size distributions at a frequency of 1 Hz and with high size resolution and counting statistics (Kulkarni & Wang, 2006a, 2006b Olfert, Kulkarni, & Wang, 2008) . However, the dynamic size range of the FIMS was limited to one decade in particle electrical mobility. It was proposed that the FIMS dynamic size range can be greatly increased by using a spatially varying electric field (Wang, 2009). This electric field creates regions with drastically different field strengths in the separator, such that particles of a wide diameter range can be simultaneously classified and subsequently measured. A FIMS incorporating this spatially varying electric field is developed. This paper describes the theoretical frame work and numerical simulations of the FIMS with extended dynamic size range, including the spatially varying electric field, particle trajectories, activation of separated particles in the condenser, and the transfer function, transmission efficiency, and mobility resolution. The influences of the particle Brownian motion on FIMS transfer function and mobility resolution are examined. The simulation results indicate that the FIMS incorporating the spatially varying electric field is capable of measuring aerosol size distribution from 8 to 600 nm with high time resolution. The experimental characterization of the FIMS is presented in an accompanying paper.
A B S T R A C T
A fast integrated mobility spectrometer (FIMS) was previously developed to characterize submicron aerosol size distributions at a frequency of 1 Hz and with high size resolution and counting statistics (Kulkarni & Wang, 2006a , 2006b Olfert, Kulkarni, & Wang, 2008) . However, the dynamic size range of the FIMS was limited to one decade in particle electrical mobility. It was proposed that the FIMS dynamic size range can be greatly increased by using a spatially varying electric field (Wang, 2009 ). This electric field creates regions with drastically different field strengths in the separator, such that particles of a wide diameter range can be simultaneously classified and subsequently measured. A FIMS incorporating this spatially varying electric field is developed. This paper describes the theoretical frame work and numerical simulations of the FIMS with extended dynamic size range, including the spatially varying electric field, particle trajectories, activation of separated particles in the condenser, and the transfer function, transmission efficiency, and mobility resolution. The influences of the particle Brownian motion on FIMS transfer function and mobility resolution are examined. The simulation results indicate that the FIMS incorporating the spatially varying electric field is capable of measuring aerosol size distribution from 8 to 600 nm with high time resolution. The experimental characterization of the FIMS is presented in an accompanying paper.
Introduction
Atmospheric aerosols play critical roles in air quality, public health, and visibility. In addition, they strongly influence climate by scattering solar radiation and by changing the reflectivity and lifetime of clouds. Real-time measurement of sub-micrometer aerosol size distribution is important in studies of aerosol properties and processes. Fast measurement is often necessary to capture transient aerosol dynamics, including those during nucleation and new particle formation processes. In addition, for measurements onboard mobile platforms such as research aircraft, high time resolution is often required to capture the spatial and temporal variations of atmospheric aerosols.
Existing techniques and instruments for measuring sub-micrometer aerosol size distributions are summarized in Kulkarni and Wang (2006a) and are briefly described here. Sub-micrometer aerosol size distributions are traditionally measured using Scanning Mobility Particle Sizers (SMPS) (Wang & Flagan, 1990) . There have been many recent advancements in SMPS, including increased 8000 V are generated by a network of resistor dividers, and applied to these 59 thin traces. The voltage variation as a function of y position is shown in Fig. 2 . The applied voltage increases approximately exponentially with the y position of thin traces from 20 to 1800 V, then increases linearly with y from 1800 to 8000 V. This is to reduce the voltage differences between adjacent traces and to avoid arcing in the high voltage region. Only particles detected within the viewing window (i.e., 0.2a ≤ x ≤ 0.8a, −3.5 cm ≤ y ≤ 3.5 cm, where a = 1.12 cm, and represents the gap between ground and HV electrodes) at the center of the channel cross section are used for measurements, in order to avoid the edge effects of the electric and flow fields, and to maintain good mobility resolution (Kulkarni & Wang, 2006a , 2006b . Note the voltage is negative to separate positively charged particles, and the voltages presented here are absolute values. The second major change is the increase of the length of the electrode (l s ), therefore the separator. This is to increase the upper limit of particle size that could be measured by the FIMS. Key physical dimensions and the operating parameters of the modified FIMS are given in Table 1 .
Simulation of the characteristics of FIMS with enhanced dynamic size range

Spatially varying electric Field
The characteristics of the FIMS are examined using simulated particle trajectories inside the instrument. The simulation of the particle trajectories requires the knowledge of the electric field inside the separator. Unlike the idealized cases described in Wang (2009) , the electric field created by the new electrodes shown in Fig. 1 cannot be derived analytically, and was simulated using COMSOL Multiphysics TM . As the length of the electrodes (l s ) is much greater than the gap between the two opposing electrodes (a), the electric field was assumed as constant along the z direction (direction of the flow). The simulated 2-D electric field was then (Fig. 1) b e 11.0 cm Width of the area with 59 thin traces (Fig. 1 Viewing window x-coordinate range 0.2a to 0.8a Viewing window y-coordinate range imported into MATLAB TM and interpolated to provide values at any given point in x-y space. Figs. 3a and b show the simulated 2-D electric field and potential, respectively. The strength of the electric field varies by a factor of~500 (Fig. 3a) . The electric field in the regions of y < −3.0 cm and y > 3.0 cm is largely uniform and has no appreciable y-component, due to constant voltages applied to the both ends of the HV electrode. In contrast, the electric field in the center of the separator cross section has a large y-component due to the strong spatial variation in applied voltage. These features are consistent with those of idealized electric field presented in Wang (2009).
Simulation of particle trajectories inside FIMS
The particle trajectories inside the FIMS were simulated using the simulated 2D electric field described above and assuming a well-developed 1-D flow field in the z direction:
where Q t is effective total volumetric flow rate for the 1-D flow, and is given by:
The factor c is included because the edge effects at the side walls of the separator (i.e., y = ± 0.5b) are neglected in the 1-D flow field. As the actual flow velocity near the side walls is lower, the flow velocity in the center region, where particles are detected and counted (i.e., −3.5 cm < y < 3.5 cm), is higher than that assuming no edge effects. The adjustment factor c depends on the dimension of the separator cross section, and has a value of 1.056 for this study (Olfert et al., 2008) . The motion of particles inside the FIMS was simulated using the Langevin equation (Ermak, 1975) ,
where r(t) and r(t+Δt) represent the particle's position at time t and t + Δt, respectively. E x and E y are the x and y components, respectively, of the simulated 2-D electric field described above. Z p is the electrical mobility:
where q is the electric charge on the particle, C c is the Cunningham slip correction factor, μ is the viscosity of the suspending medium (i.e., air), and D p is the particle diameter. In this study, the particle mobility is calculated at a temperature of 298.15 K and a pressure of 1013.25 hPa. The term δr G in Eq. (3) corresponds to the particle Brownian displacement, and was simulated individually for each Fig. 4 . The x-y positions at the separator exit for non-diffusing particles introduced along the central aerosol inlet flow streamline, colored by (a) particle diameter and (b) electrical mobility.
particle by employing a Gaussian-shaped random number generator of zero mean and standard deviation equal to 2DΔt. D is the particle diffusion coefficient, and is related to particle mobility by
, where k B is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature of the suspending medium.
Instrument response mobility of FIMS
As the FIMS measures a particle's mobility from its detected position (i.e., x and y coordinates) at the exit of condenser, an instrument response mobility is defined following the same approach as in Kulkarni and Wang (2006a) , Wang (2009) to facilitate the analysis of FIMS characteristics. Let Ψ in 1, and Ψ in 2, represent the two streamlines that bound the aerosol flow at the inlet (Kulkarni & Wang, 2006a) , for a non-diffusing particle enters the separator along the central inlet flow streamline, Ψ = c in
2, , the instrument response mobility, Z * p , at the x-y position where the particle is detected is the same as the particle mobility Z p . Instrument response mobility (Z p * ) was derived by simulating the trajectories of singly charged, non-diffusion particles introduced at 1000 initial y positions (y in ) evenly spaced from −4.0 and 4.0 cm along the central aerosol flow stream line. Particles introduced outside this y range exit the condenser outside the viewing window ( Table 1 ). The initial x position corresponding to the central inlet flow streamline, x in was derived from the following equation:
At each y in position, particles of 2500 different diameters logarithmically distributed from 4 to 900 nm were introduced, and their positions at the exit of the separator were determined by simulating particle trajectories assuming no Brownian diffusion. For nondiffusing particles, their x-y positions at the separator exit are the same as those detected following condensational growth inside the condenser, where there is no electric field. Fig. 4 shows the x-y positions of these particles at the separator exit, colored by particle diameter ( Fig. 4a ) and electrical mobility ( Fig. 4b ). By definition, Fig. 4b shows the map of instrument response mobility in the FIMS channel cross section. As expected, particles of low electrical mobility (large particles) are classified in the upper region of the cross section where the electric field is stronger, while in the lower region they remain close to the ground electrode, where they were initially introduced. Particles of high electrical mobility (small particles) in the upper region travel too fast and, they either are lost on the HV electrode or exit the separator outside the viewing window. Small particles are instead classified in the lower region where the field is weaker (Fig. 4) .
FIMS transfer function
The FIMS transfer function P Z Z ( , * ) p p follows the same definition as in Kulkarni and Wang (2006a) , Wang (2009) , and is described as follows. The probability of a particle with mobility Z p introduced into the separator and being measured by the FIMS with instrument response mobility from Z * p to Z dZ * + * When particle Brownian diffusion is taken into consideration, the transfer function also depends on the number of electric charges carried by particles. For example, a doubly charged particle with the same electrical mobility is larger therefore has a lower diffusivity than that of a singly charged particle. Here the transfer function is derived based on singly charged particles. The derivation of the transfer function for multiple-charged particles is very similar.
For the derivation of the FIMS transfer function, particle trajectories were simulated for particles introduced at 1000 initial y positions evenly spaced from −4.0 to 4.0 cm, and at 100 initial x positions evenly distributed in the inlet flow streamline space between Ψ in 1, and Ψ in 2, that bound the aerosol flow. The initial x positions (x in,j , 0 ≤ j ≤ 99) were derived using the following equation (Wang, 2009 ):
Altogether, particles were introduced at a total of 100,000 initial positions. At each position, the simulation of particle trajectories was repeated 10 times. Therefore a total of 1,000,000 particle trajectories were simulated for each particle diameter. While no electric field is applied outside the separator, particle position in the x-y plane may continue to vary due to Brownian motion, especially for small particles. Therefore, the simulation of particle trajectory continued downstream of the end of the electrode, to account for particle Brownian motion before activation inside the condenser. Once activated, particles quickly grown to a sufficiently large size (e.g., a few hundred nanometers) such that particle Brownian motion becomes negligible, and the particle x-y position essentially remains unchanged afterwards. The distance traveled by a particle between the end of electrode and the point of its activation (L a ) depends on particle size and the supersaturation profile along the particle trajectory, therefore the particle position within the channel cross section (i.e., x-y plane). The detected particle position was simulated using fixed L a of 5.9 and 13.5 cm, representing the minimum and maximum values, respectively. The value of 5.9 cm includes a total length of 4.6 cm from end of the electrode to the end of the separator and a 1.3 cm thick thermal insulation flange between the separator and condenser, and represents the distance between the end of the HV electrode and the beginning of the condenser. The value of 13.5 cm includes an additional distance of 7.6 cm into the condenser, which presents the longest distance that a particle travels in the condenser before activation (8 nm particles with trajectories near x=0.5a, Fig. 8b ). The simulations using the two L a values provide the lower and upper limits of the impact of particle Brownian diffusion on the FIMS transfer function. After the detected particle x-y positions were simulated, they were converted to instrument response mobility Z * p using the map shown in Fig. 4b through interpolation. The transfer function P Z Z Z ( , * / ) p p p is simply the histogram of Z p * /Z p for particles detected within the viewing window, normalized by the number of the simulated particle trajectories and the width of Z p * /Z p bin, and scaled by a factor of 8/12.7. This factor is necessary because aerosol flow is introduced into the separator over a length of 12.7 cm (in y direction) while in our simulations, particles are introduced only within 8 cm width at the center of the channel.
The detected positions of particles with diameter of 100 nm simulated using L a of 5.9 cm are present in Fig. 5 . Depending on its initial y position introduced at the aerosol inlet, particles of same mobility experience electric forces of different strengths, leading to a range of final x (and y) positions detected. Here we use x f and y f to denote the final detected particle x and y positions, respectively. Using the same approach described above, the transfer functions for particles detected within subareas of the viewing window were derived to gain insights into the mobility resolution of the FIMS. Fig. 5b and c shows the transfer function and corresponding mobility resolution R FWHM , defined as the ratio of the particle mobility (Z p ) to the full width at half maximum of the transfer function (Eq. 28 of Kulkarni & Wang, 2006a) , for 100 nm particles detected in different subareas. The transfer function is narrower and the resolution is higher for particles that migrate further in the x direction under a stronger electrical field. The value of R FWHM is consistent with the ratio of the rate of flow between the ground electrode (i.e., x=0) and particle x position to the aerosol flow rate, except in area . Simulated FIMS transfer functions for particles with diameters of 10, 20, 50, 100, and 200 nm. The line colors correspond to different particle diameter. The solid, dashed, and dot lines represent simulations assuming no particle diffusion, and particle diffusion with L a of 5.9 and 13.5 cm, respectively.
with large x values where resolution becomes limited by particle Brownian diffusion. This is consistent with R FWHM of FIMS employing an uniform electric field (Kulkarni & Wang, 2006a ) and the finding of Wang (2009) , and suggests that measurements of high resolution may be achieved by using only particles detected in subareas with high x values. The transfer function corresponding to the entire viewing window is simply the sum of the transfer functions for particles detected in the 6 subareas shown in Fig. 5b , and has an overall R FWHM value of 22.3. Fig. 6 shows the transfer function for particles with 5 diameters ranging from 10 to 200 nm. Transfer functions were simulated assuming no particle diffusion, and particle diffusion with L a of 5.9 and 13.5 cm, respectively. For non-diffusing particles, the transfer functions for 20, 50, 100, 200 nm particles are essentially the same, as the resolution for non-diffusing particles are largely determined by particle final x position as discussed above (Kulkarni & Wang, 2006a; Wang, 2009 ). For these four sizes, particle final x positions range from 0.2a and 0.8a within the viewing window. In comparison, the final x position of particles with a diameter of 10 nm is greater than 0.35a even in the region with the weakest electric field, leading to an overall narrower transfer function and a higher resolution. Particle Brownian diffusion has minor impact on the transfer function for particles with diameters of 100 nm or larger, but leads to substantial broadening of transfer function and therefore reduction in resolution when particle diameter is less than 50 nm. It is worth noting that the difference in transfer functions simulated with the two different L a values is quite minor. Fig. 7 shows the transmission efficiency (η trans ), and resolutions based on full width at half maximum (R FWHM ) and standard deviation (R std ) as functions of particle diameter. The resolution R std is defined as the ratio of the particle mobility to the standard deviation of Z * p calculated from the transfer function (i.e., Eq. 20 in Wang, 2009 ). The transmission efficiency represents the fraction of particles introduced into FIMS that have the final x-y position within the viewing window, and is the integration of the transfer function over instrument response mobility: J. Wang et al. Journal of Aerosol Science 108 (2017) 44-55
The results are shown for simulations assuming no particle diffusion, and particle diffusion with L a of 5.9 and 13.5 cm, respectively. As expected, particle Brownian diffusion has negligible impact on η trans . The transmission efficiency peaks at~20 and 150 nm, and shows a relatively constant value of~17% between. It decreases gradually below 20 nm and above 150 nm, and reached~7% at 8 and 600 nm. For non-diffusing particles, both R FWHM and R std decrease as particle diameter D p increases from 8 to 20 nm, remain relatively constant before reaching a local maxima at~150 nm, then decrease again from~150 to 700 nm. These variations of η trans, R FWHM , and R std with D p are essentially the same as those reported in Wang (2009) . The explanations for these variations are also detailed in Wang (2009) . For example, the peak of η trans at~150 nm is due to the following reasons. At a given D p , whether a particle can be detected within the viewing window or not largely depends on the strength of the electric field experienced by the particle in the separator. Because the strength of the electric field varies strongly with respect to y coordinate, at a given D p , only particles introduced within a certain range of initial y position (y in ) are detected within the viewing window and contribute to η trans . To a first order, η trans is proportional to this y in range, which is referred to as the "effective" y in range for the given D p . At D p of 150 nm, the effective y in range is 0.53 ≤ y in ≤ 3.50 cm (Δy in = 2.97 cm), which includes the entire region of the uniform strong electric field within the viewing window (3.00 ≤ y in ≤ 3.50 cm, Fig. 2 ) as well as a region with spatially varying electric field (0.53 ≤ y in ≤ 3.00 cm). We note that 150 nm represents the lower diameter limit for particles that could be detected within the viewing window in the region of the uniform strong electric field. As D p decreases from 150 nm, an increasing fraction of particles introduced in the region of 3.00 ≤ y in ≤ 3.50 cm is detected outside of the viewing window or collected by the HV electrode, leading to reduced η trans (Wang, 2009 ). As D p increases above 150 nm and approaches the upper limit of the size measurement range, the effective y in range and η trans also decrease because for particles near the upper limit of measurement range, only those introduced in the region with the strongest electric field are detected within the viewing window. For example, at a diameter of 400 nm, the effective y in range is reduced to 1.83 ≤ y in ≤ 3.50 cm. The above variations in the effective y in range lead to a peak in η trans at~150 nm. Another contributing factor is that the electrode voltage varies linearly with y in the region of 1.40 ≤ y in ≤ 3.00 cm (Fig. 2) instead of exponentially as in the region of −3.00 ≤ y in ≤ 1.40 cm. The relatively slow variation of voltage and electric field strength with y also increases the effective y in range and therefore η trans near 150 nm.
Particles with diameter of 150 nm that are introduced in the region of uniform strong electric field have high x f values (i.e., detected near the upper x limit of the viewing window, 0.8a), corresponding to high mobility resolutions (Fig. 5) . Due to the contribution of these particles with high x f , the overall R FWHM and R std at 150 nm are higher than those of smaller particles with effective y in range entirely within the center region where the electric field varies spatially. As D p further increases from 150 nm, the x f for particles introduced within the uniform strong electric field region decreases, resulting in decreases of the overall R FWHM and R std (Wang, 2009 ).
The impact of particle Brownian diffusion on mobility resolutions is quite minor for particles with diameters greater than1 00 nm, but becomes increasingly significant as particle diameter decreases. For particles smaller than 20 nm in diameter, particle Brownian diffusion reduces R FWHM from above 28 to below 7. There are minor differences between the resolutions based on simulations using the two different L a values, indicating the uncertainty in L a has a minor impact on simulated FIMS transfer function. The simulated FIMS resolutions are compared with those of a SMPS operated with a diameter range of 10-540 nm (i.e., a TSI model 3081 DMA operated with a sheath and aerosol flow rates of 5 and 0.5 L min −1 , respectively, and classifying voltage scanned from 10 to 10,000 V). Overall, the FIMS resolutions are generally comparable to those of the SMPS. The FIMS R FWHM is about the same as or better than that of the SMSP for particles with diameter less than 400 nm. The FIMS R std is higher/lower than that of the SMPS for particles with diameters greater/less than 70 nm. The generally higher resolutions of the FIMS, especially at large particle diameters, are mainly due to the higher Q sh /Q a ratio of 50, compared to the ratio of 10 for typical SMPS.
Activation of the particles inside the condenser
The growth of the spatially separated particles in the condenser was simulated in a two-step process. First, the temperature and heptanol vapor pressure fields inside the condenser were simulated using the finite element modeling software package COMSOL Multiphysics®. As only particles detected in the center region of the channel cross section (i.e., viewing window) are used for measurements of particle size and concentration, the temperature T and vapor concentration C were assumed to be independent of y coordinate, and were modeled as 2-dimensional functions of x and z using the following convection-diffusion equations:
where α is the thermal diffusivity of air, and D v is the molecular diffusivity of heptanol in air, approximated as D v = -0.06478 + (T/ 3421.6 K) + (T/1664.8 K) 2 cm 2 s −1 (Yaws, 2009) . The velocity field v was assumed to be fully developed as above, and has non-zero component only in the z direction described by Eq. (1). For the boundary conditions, the temperature at the entrance of the condenser was set at 24°C, and C was set as 95% of the saturation concentration of heptanol (Kemme & Kreps, 1969) :
The temperature of condenser walls was set at 4°C (i.e., 20°C below the incoming flow temperature), and the heptanol concentration at the walls was set at the saturation concentration at the wall temperature, which assumes that the wall surface is coated by condensed heptanol. The simulated temperature and concentration fields were then imported into MATLAB TM and interpolated to provide values at any given point in the x-z plane. The growth of the droplets along their trajectories in the condenser was simulated by numerically solving two coupled ordinary differential equations in MATLAB TM . The evolution of droplet diameter D p is governed by (Seinfeld & Pandis, 2006) :
where M and ρ are the molecular weight and density of heptanol, D′ v is the modified diffusivity of heptanol in air accounting for noncontinuum effects, and is given by
, where α c is the mass accommodation coefficient, and was assumed as 1 (Seinfeld & Pandis, 2006) . C s represents the equilibrium heptanol concentration at the surface of the growth droplets, and is given
, where γ is the surface tension of heptanol, and T s is the temperature at droplet surface, which is governed by (Chang & Davis, 1974) :
where c p and H vap are the heat capacity and heat of vaporization of heptanol, respectively. k ′ v represents modified thermal conductivity of air and is calculated as
, where M a , ρ a , c p,a , and k v are the molecular weight, density, heat capacity, and (continuum limit) thermal conductivity of air, respectively. α T is thermal accommodation coefficient, and was assumed to be unity (Seinfeld & Pandis, 2006) . In Eqs. (10) and (11), C and T are the vapor concentration and temperature fields simulated using COMSOL Multiphysics® in the first step. For the simulation of droplet growth, the Brownian motion of particles inside the condenser before activation was neglected, and because there is no electric field in the condenser, the positions of growing droplets as they move along flow streamlines are given by x = x 0 , z = u z (x 0 )t, where x 0 is the initial x position as particles enter the condenser. The saturation ratio of heptanol and droplet growth along the droplet trajectory (i.e., as a function of z) are shown in Fig. 8 for different x positions. The entrance of the condenser is represented by z=0, and droplets are illuminated and imaged at z = 30.7 cm. Note the saturation ratio is independent of y within the viewing window, and has reflective symmetry across the center plane of x=0.5a. Therefore, the results are shown for particle trajectories with x positions ranging from 0.1a to 0.5a. For trajectories near the wall (e.g., x =0.1a), the saturation ratio reaches a lower plateau after a shorter distance compared to that along trajectories close to the center plane of the channel (i.e., x =0.5a). Near the entrance of the condenser, the saturation ratio close to the wall is higher than that in the center of the channel, due to more rapid temperature decrease of the flow near the wall (Fig. 8a) . It is worth noting that particles of smaller sizes near the center plane remain unactivated over a substantially longer distance (Fig. 8b-d) , leading to increased Brownian displacement therefore broadening of the transfer function as described earlier. For the latter approximately two third of the condenser, the saturation near the center plane of the condenser (i.e., x=0.5a) is substantially higher, due to heptanol vapor depletion near the wall. As a result, for particles of the same diameter, those with trajectories near the center plane grow to larger sizes despite a delayed start. The droplet growth and final droplet diameter (i.e., at z=30.7 cm) only strongly depend on x position near the condenser walls. For particles with same initial diameter, the final droplet diameter exhibits minor variations within the viewing window (i.e., 0.2a ≤ x ≤0.5a given the symmetry). For example, the final droplet diameters range from 1.9 to 2.3 μm for particles with diameter of 50 nm (Fig. 9 ). Along the same particle trajectory (i.e. x position), the final droplet diameter is also relatively insensitive to the initial particle diameter ranging from 8 to 600 nm, as expected for condensational droplet growth. The final droplet diameter is greater than 1.8 μm within the viewing window for particles as small as 8 nm, suggesting these droplets can be reliably detected optically.
Summary
A Fast Integrated Mobility Spectrometer employing a spatially varying electric field is developed. In this first of a series of two papers, we present numerical simulations of the characteristics and performances of the FIMS. The spatially varying electric field and particle trajectories inside the FIMS were simulated, with Brownian motion of particles before activation in the condenser taken into account. The simulation results indicate that the FIMS is capable of measuring aerosol size distribution from 8 to 600 nm. Particle Brownian diffusion has minor impact on the transfer function for particles with diameters of 100 nm or larger, while leads to substantial broadening of transfer function and reduction in mobility resolution for particles with diameters less than 50 nm. For the entire size range of 8 to 600 nm, simulated FIMS resolutions are generally comparable to those of a typical TSI SMPS operated for a similar size range. The growth of particles inside the condenser was simulated, the results show the final droplet diameter are fairly insensitive to the particle position detected within the viewing window or the initial particles diameters ranging from 8 to 600 nm. The final droplet diameter at the point of detection is greater than 1.8 μm within the viewing window for particles as small as 8 nm, suggesting the grown droplets can be reliably detected optically. J. Wang et al. Journal of Aerosol Science 108 (2017) 44-55 
